LogicStar releases the world’s first Mobile Shared Spectrum Enabler
( MSSE ) software.
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LogicStar UK today has unveiled its groundbreaking MSSE system and software, the company based in
Bournemouth England has been developing the solution over a 2 year period in order for Mobile Network
Operators (MNO’S) to be able to offer MVNO’s (Mobile Virtual Network Operators) the ability to create
their own base stations that will operate under the MNO’s spectrum license, but not interfere with the
MNO’s mainstream network. The state of the art software make’s possible easy creation of either Pico
or Macro networks that operate under the LogiStar core MSC and HLR thus creating the ability for the MVNO
to invest in a valuable GSM footprint.
Sean Murray CEO of LogicStar stated “ we are please to now be able to offer a solution that will see
MVNO’s being able to strengthen their profit margins by creating their own networks and yet still being
able to take advantage of the MNO’s core network, not only does the MVNO benefit, but also the MNO if
they choose to take advantage of additional coverage obtained by the MVNO. We have already taken orders
in Europe that will see this new technology service a potential market of some 50 million. It means
essentially that the MVNO is no longer tied to the MNO’s network and therefore can offer extensive
coverage in area’s that were seen to be not commercially viable by the MNO”
The young company see’s the ability to sit alongside key suppliers such as Nokia, Nortel etc with a
network system solution that is substantially lower priced yet offers more to the MNO’s that currently
is available today.
About LogicStar :
LogicStar is a UK based company that has developed its own total Mobile VOIP Fixed Line and Messaging
systems which incorporates MSC HLR SMSC BSC. The unique platform was developed over and above the usual
of the shelf products available in today’s market in order for new market entrants to launch with
products and services that are not available to mainstream players. LogicStar has developed a clever API
module that enables interaction with any new or used traditional mobile infrastructure giving ailing
operators up to date technology without the need to change expensive infrastructure.
Further info: admin@logicstar.net
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